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Abstract— This paper proposes and implements a low cost location tracking system using GPS. The GPS technology is used in various 

applications today. One of the applications is tracking. The system allows a user to observe the present and the past positions 

of a target object on Google Map through the internet. It reads the latitude & longitude of the object using GPS. This 

tracking system can inform us the location and route travelled by any traveler.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Recently one news has become the breaking news of all the media channels that is sudden death of mountaineers. It is very 

much unfortunate. Lack of experienced Sherpa (GUIDE) is the main reason behind this. As we all know an experienced Sherpa 

has the capability to remember all the paths through mountains like their own palm lines. And the all incidents happen during 

their returning time. If one mountaineer who has climbed the mountain in a safe path, and if he has a facility to save his/her 

path, it will be helpful for not only that mountaineer, but also for others .So, here we come with the solution. The main objective 

is to provide this facility to save his path log so that he will never have to fully depend on their guide, rather he/she can get the 

path through this affordable device. Moreover this device is easy to carry (portable). Besides this device is helpful for not only 

mountaineers, but also for others who love to go to new places and explore independently without the fear of losing his/her safe 

path. If they carry this device they can easily enjoy their adventure through deep forests or explore the unexplored without the 

fear of losing the path. This paper aims in giving a affordable solution to all those who loves travelling exploring virgin places 

by tracking and keeping a log of their safe travelled path.  

It is mainly designed to help those people who want to save their path which they have used. As this project works by getting 

the path log from GPS and saving all the data in SD card [1]. The important data related to the required path is taken for further 

use, and others data can be deleted. The research also possesses a bright future scope since once an unexplored path log is saved 

it can be repeatedly used by other travellers to follow the safe path.  

The paper gives the related work in section II. The proposed system overview is described in Section III. The experimental 

results are given in section IV. Finally the paper is concluded in section V. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

A lot of important works of GPS Tracking system have been done. Some of the works are as follows- 

 

A. “GPS – GSM Based Tracking System” [2] by Abid Khan and Ravi Mishra. This work proposes to design a tracking unit 

that uses the GPS to determine the precise location of a object, person or other asset to which it is attached. This 

information can be transmitted to remote user using GSM modem. It can provide tele-monitoring system for inter-cities 

transportation vehicles such as taxis and buses. This system is basically an embedded system that is equipped with GPS and 

GSM modems along with ARM processor that is installed in the vehicle.  

 

B. “Design and development of gps-gsm based tracking system with Google map based monitoring” [3] by Pankaj Verma and 
J.S Bhatia. The project is about the tracking of a vehicle for controlling theft. The main objective of the system is to make 

the vehicle more secure by the use of GPS, GSM technology and a web application. The simulation is done using 

PROTEUS software. The system is not only able to track the location of the target but also calculates the distance travelled 

between two locations. After installation system will find out the target by the use of a Web application (HTML based 

application) in Google map. The system is capable to find out the target anytime and anywhere in any weather conditions. 

 

 

C. “Advanced Vehicle Tracking System on Google Earth using GPS and GSM” [4] by Sowjanya Kotte and HimaBandhu 

Yamamandala. They proposed Advanced Vehicle Tracking System on Google Earth Using GPS and GSM. It represents 

efficient location of the vehicle on the map by integrating the several communication technologies and display setups. By 
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using Google Earth, the locations of the vehicle are displayed on Mandalay map. GPS and GSM modems are used to find 

out the location of the information and to send the information to tracking server. 

 

 

D. “Position Detection and Tracking System” [5] by Mahesh Kadibagil and H.S Guruprasad . This work proposes to use GPS 

and Web Technology in order to enhance the positioning experience. This system effectively alerts the user about the 

position of a person using mobile phone. This location information can be shared online. 

 

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

 

The proposed system logs and processes the GPS coordinates of an object or person carrying it. The logged data is stored on an 

external storage. The data can be later retrieved from the storage and visually processed to see all the locations the GPS module 

has been at, within a time frame within a 2D map – like Google Maps or a 3D Earth viewer- like Google Earth.  

The main highlights of the system are the use of an Arduino board – a microcontroller board that is pre-programmed with a 

boot-loader that simplifies the uploading of a program to the on-chip flash memory, thus eliminating the need of an external 

programmer; and the use of KML (Keyhole Markup Language) which is an XML notation for expressing geographical 

annotation and visualisation within 2D maps and 3D earth viewers, primarily for Google Earth. 

The GPS tracking system developed here consists of hardware components acquired from the local electronics market. The 

hardware assembly of this project consists of –  

 Arduino Mega 2560:  A microcontroller board based on ATmega2560 microcontroller. It has fifty four input/output 

pins (of which fourteen can be used as PWM outputs), sixteen analog inputs, four hardware serial ports, sixteen MHz 

crystal oscillator, one USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, a one reset button.  

 

 A GPS board & Antenna: This is responsible for gathering the data from the GPS satellites, in accordance to NMEA 

0183 standards. The NMEA sentences it receives contain a lot of useful data, along with the coordinates of its current 

location. The GPS board sends the data to the Arduino board for further processing [6]. 

 

 A micro SD breakout module: The module can read and write on a micro SD card. 

 

 A power supply: A pack of rechargeable batteries that provide an aggregate power of 9 volts to the module. 

 

 A toggle on-off switch to cut the power from the module to save battery. 

 

The Arduino board is programmed using the Arduino programming IDE that supports Java, Python, C++ and C. In this project, 

C/C++ based coding has been implemented. This code is responsible for reading the data from the GPS board, processing it in 

necessary format, and saving it to the external storage i.e. the micro SD card. 

Necessary data from the NMEA sentences are extracted – like the longitude, latitude, altitude from sea level, total satellites in 

view and occasionally the time from the satellites. 

A raw NMEA sentence looks like this: 

$GPGGA,123519,4807.038,N,01131.000,E,1,08,0.9,545.4,M,46.9,M,,*47 

The necessary data is extracted from these sentences and stored in a CSV (Comma Separated Values) file. This CSV file stores 

tabular information in plaintext, where each line is a record which consists of one or more fields, separated by commas. This 

aids in moving tabular data between programs that natively operate on incompatible data formats. 

Example of a CSV file: ID,Longitude,Latitude i.e. 1,88.35231,22.750547 

The program running on the Arduino board creates files in this format and stores it on the micro SD card whenever the module 

is turned on, thus creating a database of all the locations visited. 

However, the CSV files cannot be directly viewed by 2D or 3D maps. Google Maps and Google Earth make use of KML or 

KMZ file formats to visualise geographical annotations.  
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The CSV files are further converted to KML files to be fed into Google Earth. Google Earth was chosen as a viewer because its 

competence as a virtual globe or virtual map application is unparalleled.  

By placing these GPS data in a visual context, we can understand the significance of data to a larger extent. Also, patterns, 

trends can be easily viewed. The data can be put in different visual styles.   

Firstly, the device is connected by turning it on. Then after getting some data logs a CSV file is generated which is stored in the 

micro SD card. It is then converted into a KML file by which the latitude, longitude and altitude can be plotted in a map. Any 

point can be distinguishable by their index no. In this research Google Earth is used as a map plotter. At first, it is downloaded it 

then the saved KMP file is opened with it. By zooming it, a clear view of the places that is visited is recorded.  

The Hardware Design & the Circuit Diagram of the proposed System are given in fig. 1 & 2 respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Design of the proposed System Hardware 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2:  Circuit Diagram of the proposed System 
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IV. RESULTS 

 

Here are the Screenshots of Google Earth in fig. 3 & 4 after uploading the KML file into it.  

 

Fig. 3: Screenshots (no 1) of Google Earth after uploading the KML file 

 

Fig. 4: Screenshots (no 2) of Google Earth after uploading the KML file 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

 

From the above details it can be concluded that this system comes with a solution of tracking the path and also saving those 

records.  It can be modified and more advanced device can be made by providing this device with various features like 

capturing photos and videos. This device is cost-effective, easy to handle, Light weighted and portable. It is very much helpful 

for mountaineers and adventurous people who love to take risk. This work can further be developed which will provide various 

features in near future, and can be extraordinarily helpful to other mountaineers or travellers travelling in regions where the 

device has a ready path log. 
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